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Click here to edit the contents of this page. Click here to switch editing to individual sections of the page (if possible). Watch the headlines to edit the link when it's available. Content app without editing the entire source of the page. Check out how this page has evolved in the past. If you want to discuss the content of this page - this is the easiest way to do it.
View and manage file attachments for this page. A few useful tools to manage this site. See the pages you refer to and include this page. Change the name (also URL, possibly category) of the page. View the wiki source for this page without editing. View/set of the parent page (used to create breadcrumbs and structured layout). Let the administrators know if
there is any content on this page. Something is not working as expected? Find out what you can Wikidot.com do. Wikidot.com - what is possible, what should not be, etc. Wikidot.com privacy. Game book for Magpie Games' Masks, PBTA game about teenage superheroes. Stolen as a child, the weapon was changed both physically and mentally, forced to
commit crimes by their creator. Now free, they struggle with the development of identity and come to terms with their past. Weapon is a playbook for characters like Winter Soldier, Black Widow, and X-23. You'll also get a GM move document, with suggestions on how to put each step into practice. (slap roof guns) This bad boy can fit so many conditions
here. Cover photo: this designer's newsletter on NowName your own priceClick download now to access the following files: One thing I've been interested in for a while is an alternative to the Nova playbook. One thing I've been interested in for a while is the alternative to the Nova playbook. Nova, as it is written, has the mechanics of the Charge/Burn pool
rather than the Playbook Moves set, and it makes it play in a different, more crisp style than other Mask plays. This is often ruled out as an option from con games for this reason. In the spirit of the Magician's alternative to the Wizard playbook in the dungeon world, I recorded some thoughts down for the Nova playbook, which uses Playbook Moves like other
books rather than pool mechanics. Would love to think people on this, especially if you've played masks with Nova before: Hello everyone, wanted to share a resource I'm working on that can be useful to people here. Hello everyone, wanted to share a resource I've been working on that can be for the people here. A list of 67 (yet) character sketches and npc
tips. Feel free to steal, share and cheat as you   Hello everyone. This is my very first post in this community, so I want to see a discussion from all of you. Hi all. This is my very first post in this community, so I want to see a discussion from all of you. Masks GM sheets (available on offers a certain order in which you have to ask: When the team first
came together ... questions from different playbooks while creating a character. However, there are now twice as many playbooks as when GM sheets were created. So the sheets are pretty out of date. Using the Doyce Testerman useful post ( DoyceTesterman/posts/MtJujJTVVJN which in itself is a bit out of date now that Unbound is coming out), here's my
view on the order issue. Please review and/or criticize this order so we can have a more complete list of questions to help the grandmasters run their mask campaigns more smoothly. Thank you all in advance. Fight Bull: We defeated a dangerous enemy. Who or what was it? Reformed: We fought a terrible enemy from my old life. Who was it and what did
they take away from me? Innocent: My future I was involved in and I tried to stop them. I needed the rest of the team to help me succeed. How have we stymied the plans for my future? Nomad: We had to deal with the dangers I encountered while traveling through distant landscapes. What was it, and how did we send it away? Newborn: The team found you
during the incident; thanks to them you got to the outside world and helped in the struggle. Where and how did they find you? Who gave you the first nickname? Nova: We destroyed our environment in battle. Where'd he go? What have we destroyed? Outsider: At first we didn't trust each other, but everything changed. As? Why? The immediate
consequence of Janus: We saved the life of someone important, either the city or us. Who was it? Why are they important? Criminal: We completely broke some basic rules to win the fight. What rules do we break? Whose rules were they? Joined: The connection between our two halves was in danger of crisis. As? What? Doomed: We paid a high price to
win. What was that? Soldier: Our victory provided an important resource for A.E.G.I.S. What was it? Long-term Legacy Effects: All that counts, we did well and impressed the established hero. Who was it? Star: We, as a team, have attracted the attention of the major media in the city, thanks to our efforts. Who are they? Why do they support us? Scion:
Someone important learned about my line and condemned us all. That? Why? Transformed: We drew attention and anger from abundance during the battle. One important person in particular now hates and fears us. Who is this? The team gathers Protege: We got stuck together after all was said, and and Why? How could we keep in touch? Brain: I've
created something solid and useful for the whole team. What was that? Beacon: We found signs that this incident was just the beginning of something more. What were the signs? Harbinger: We have averted a catastrophe from future history books. What kind of disaster was that? What impact do we hope this has had on the timing? Edit: My intention to
divide 20 questions into 4 categories is that I think it's good to ask at least one question from each category, even if there is no playbook out of that category present in the campaign. It just helps to flesh out the event that made the team come together better. I'm going to try this custom step and I'm wondering what people think. I'm going to try this custom
step and I'm wondering what people think. If you need context, basically Ilyana Rasputin has gone Darkchilde, and the characters want to coax her down. Talking to the demonstration is not without its consequences. When you try to reason with Darkchilde, describe how Darkchilde do it scary, worrying, rage, or what you have, and then roll the Savior on the
hit, you tell her to convert to her human self, postponing her battle with Belasco, or something else within reason. Explain how the conversation eventually went your way. At 7-9 remove one of the list of consequences. At 10 remove two All effects that have not been removed apply TO CONSEQUENCES - Mark condition - Shift your labels (Mirdan up, Savior
down) - Make a Darkchilde promise that it can draw from you later. On a blunder, suffer the consequences above, except for the promise. And choose one from: - Be unceremoniously excluded from Limbo - Battle of The Darkchilde Note that anyone who helped to roll through team pool costs should also face any consequences. So the last thread was really
cluttered and the Playbook for Persona has moved.... so far from what he ... So the last thread was really cluttered and the Playbook for Persona has moved.... so insanely far from what it was that it I feel it's more appropriate to re-post this. I can say a lot about this Playbook. What no one asked him (except someone did) is that it shouldn't exist (too late) is
that this is not what I intended to do (it really is... not so) that this is the longest time I've spent on a single Playbook (it's by a huge margin and I know we haven't done here) that multi-class Playbook is just not a thing that the PVP book is absolutely not something that masks needs or the system supports that I run out of things to say that you can save money
by switching to some insurance company. But there really isn't much more to say. The person is designed to fill the role of the hero, must take extreme measures to fight a good fight. He's the ends of the ends funds cannot justify. He's the shadow of the team, but he's still part of the team. I got a lot of stuff for that. Really whitteled him to what it was to be. I
reworked the token system to the point it was gone. I reworked the mechanics of darkness until much of the rolling should be done role-playing. How the game intends. She went from the concept of Doomed to her own thing. The mission you have is to be part of a common story. The bonuses you get should help no matter what persona you wear. The
moves support someone who leans on the side of his hero, his alias side or tries to balance both. The relationship is much better now. It's a new game book. I am ready to introduce you, for the first time and not for the first time, Persona. Catch me next time before the curtain falls on the NHS for a lawyer With some help from the player I made it for and the
rest of my table, I think it's in good enough shape to ... With some help from the player I made it to and the rest of my desk, I think it's in good enough shape to share. Person. Playbook no one asked (someone. did, but I know) but I did anyway. It's certainly a mechanical monster, but I feel like it's pretty... Balanced. It's... Showtime! Stories behind the masks:
High Impact Heroics keep coming, this time from Aki Thomas. A child of a supervillain can get into all sorts of trouble, whether they want it or not. Tarot cards are being read! The lighthouse lied! And (surprisingly) the responsibility has taken on! All this in the last part of Table Fiction! Be a hero, go on your mission, no one else will stare at you in math class.
Aaron Marks takes us in... Be a hero, go on your mission, no one else will stare at you in math class. Aaron Marks takes us in before the Times Mask: A New Generation Adventure Magazine series, High Impact Heroics. Gil Frix! Signals missed! The offender has a plan! And the mysterious packages are open (and common sense is discarded)! All this in the
last part of Table Fiction! I've tinkered with this today a bit, I'm not in a place where I think it's perfect, but I think it's a good start. I've been fiddling with this today for a while, I'm not in a place where I think it's perfect, but I think it's a good start. I call it Firebrand and designed it for the offender as a mechanic to make them less beholden to more narratively
dominant both the doomed or the Protege, whose mechanics kind of make their questions front and center. Firestarter Rebel Tokens ❑ ❑ ❑ ❑ ❑ You are not just something good for nothing, rages against the machine with sound and fury, meaningless. You have a reason to close people, to fight your fight and to harbor the wounds you harbor. Choose one
hurdle. Powerful, created by a hero or organization whose methods you find unpleasant. A personal problem that you can't just overcome with time. Family or external obligations and expectations. Every time you work against these obstacles, either frustrate or reject power or open up about your own problems with your friends, get one Rebel Token. The
player can have up to five rebel tokens at the same time, and they are flipped between sessions. If a player gets any Rebel tokens for five, he should instead mark the condition. Rebel tokens can be used to purchase various effects listed by Clear a Condition with the successful abandonment of someone's influence (1 token) Shift Labels, GM's Choice (1
Token) Take the No. 1 forward to discourage, agitate or thwart the target. This goal should have an impact on you (1 token) Clear the additional condition when the comfort or support of a teammate, a teammate must have an impact on you (2 tokens) Take the No.1 forward to discourage, agitate or disrupt the goal. The goal should not have an impact on you
(2 tokens) Take something from the enemy, as if you successfully rolled directly Engage (2 tokens) Get either a vehicle, communicators, false ID cards, power badges, or simple robots from the resources of the mentor for the scene (3 tokens) get the audience from the star, but take a special advantage instead of the two. You can support this audience for the
session, but have to do the roll and excel to maintain it when time passes (5 tokens) It's simple. It's hacks, but there's something beautiful out there. I can feel it. Thoughts? masks playbooks trove. masks playbooks list. masks playbooks scion. masks playbooks the brain. magpie games masks playbooks. homebrew masks playbooks. masks a new generation
playbooks. masks unbound playbooks pdf
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